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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

TUESDAY
October 17,2006

USG holds

New spots for commuters?

Volume 101, Issue 41
WWWBGNEWSCOM

OSU students
arrested while

open forum

Parking lots that were formerly only for residential drivers may be opened up under a GSS proposal

tailgating

By Megan Yodxis
Reporter

Students say they
were verbally abused
by cops after the

Driving
around
aimlessly
searching for a parking spot on
campus can be tiring and result
in being late lor class.
For this reason, the Graduate
Student Senate has proposed
legislation to open up residential parking lots to commuter
students. The legislation is a
request for the reevaluation of
parking distribution on campus
and looks specifically at Lots 9,

OSU vs. BGSU football game. | Page S
Students protest
against incoming
president
Students at college
for the deaf upset
that new president

P and PX on Troup Street.
The legislat ion was composed
by Steve Swanson, representative at large.
The University currently has
parking separated into faculty, commuter and residential
lots, Swanson said. The problem is that the lots specifically
reserved for resident lots are not
getting filled up, but the commuter lots are.
"The residential lots are not
being used by students, they
are parking at other lots now."

Swanson said.
When this happens the commuters rant park in the residential lots and so they arc
forced out of spots.
('barley Hobbs, junior, commutes from Sylvania everj
day and uses Lot 7, behind
Offenhauer.
"When I get there in the
morning I have no problem getting a spot because I have ear!)
classes, but when I come back
in tin- afternoon around 2:.'lt)

the spots are full," Hobbs said,

on election

"I spent about three weeks
going through Lots9, I'ami PX
at different times throughout
I he day. On average I here were
anywhere from 30-60 Icombinedl spaces not being used,"
Swanson said.
He said parking has been an

By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter
It's a budget year for higher
education, and this November's
election will determine how
much funding Bowling Green
State University and other state
schools will get.
The
Student
Welfare
Committeeand Undergraduate
student Government held an
open forum last night to inform
students of this andother issues
on the Now 7 ballot.
Larry
Weiss,
associate
vice president for University
Relations and Governmental
Affairs,
walked
students
through each issue on die ballot, stressing the importance of
higher education issues.
Weiss said higher education
isn't the first priority of t )hio
politicians, because students
don't approach them about
the issue.
"There's no political price to
pay if they don't support higher
education," he said.
Weiss encouraged students
to talk to representatives to create change.
Nathan Weidenhoft, USG

Issue around four years rum Inn
he just noticed what was at In
ally going on.
"Thegoal is io reevaluate ihis
See PARKING! Page 6

didn't learn sign
language until she

Commuter parking often limited during the week

was 23 | PageJ

Jacobs remains
positive
Former BG OB
Omar Jacobs is
unemployed but
hasn't lost hope for a
career in the NFL.
| Page 7

Volleyball wins
MAC tilts with
EMU.CMU

See ISSUES | Page 6

It wasn't pretty but
BG stayed unbeaten
m the MAC with a

BG man
donates
$1 million

pair of key winsj
Page 7

Ashel
Bryan
Former Banker,

New York, Cali
gaining power
- plants.

now BGSU

By Alison Kemp
Features Editor

Schwarzenegger. Pataki
allowing power plants
into their states in order
to reduce gas emissions |

BGSU takes its donations
seriously, whether it be
a dime or a million dollars forty years ago Ashel
Bryan donated a dime.
Last Thursday he donated
SI million.
"I makea regular contribution each year,'' said Bryan, a
Bowling Green resident.
In the lilBOs Bryan was
stopped while walking and
asked by a fundraiser chairman if he had made a donation to the University.
Bryan donated all he had

Page 5

Air samples
confirm nuclear
explosions
North Korean nukes
receives attention from
neighboring China, causes
sanctions on trading. |
Page 10

Quit being lazy,
exercise!

See MONEY | Page IO

We track professional
athletes' every moves, so

G chase ends
in shooting

why don't we emulate
them by taking care o(
ourselves | Page 4
How often do you

By Lisa Halverstadt
City News Editor

Limited parking causes headaches for students

recycle?

By Joseph M. Maslowski
Reporter

JEHN MONASTRA.
Sophomore. Sport
Management
"I only recycle plastic
bottles'| Page4

TODAY
Rain
High: 59, Low: 50

!3 ; fi^k
TOMORROW
Cloudy

Students constantly struggling
to find parking spots, have no
choice but to park at meters that
are as diverse in cost as location.
"Bowling Green has some of
the worst parking compared to
other large universities, just one
parking garage would solve so
many of our issues," said junior,
Jonathan larrous.
larrous, who drives to class
with a classmate each day, ends
up parking at a friend's house
because it is easier than dealing
with campus parking.
1 iniited parking in front of
Founders Hall at the comer of
Thurston Avenue and Wooster
Street costs $.25 every half hour.
Similarly, across the street from
the Administration Building,

among permit holding
"Also, meters may cost
COST OF
commuters, a quarmore in locations thai
PARKING
ter will too get you 30
are for instance, closer
On-campus
to the library."
minutes of parking.
- $.25 toi IS minute: by
Enriquez
men
But traveling to the
McOoiu i hwshran
tinned that some
other sides of camand Kieischet dorms
price differences are
pus may beget quite
•$.25 foi JO minules by
caused by other reaa surprise. Between
Founders
Offenhauer
and
sons, lor example,
City parking
McDonald West and
the meters located
• S.25 lor one hour at
by the on-campus
by the Harshman
all city meteis
Quads, meters read
fraternity houses are
$.25 for only 15 minbeing converted into
electronic meters, and thus
utes of parking
cost a different amount.
Stacie Enriquez, administrative officer for the Department
But downtown city parking is
less complex.
of Public Safety, explains that
Downtown parking meters
meters are certain prices for specific reasons.
have city-wide congruence and
cost motoristsone quarter for one
"We want to encourage turnhour, with a limit of two hours.
over because these spaces are
A
Common
Parking
intended for short-term use,"
Regulations pamphlet proKnriquez said, referring to the
vided by the Bowling Green
more expensive metered spots.

Police Division slates that (he
puns also apply lo parking
near the University.
i ,isi Merry street is a city
street not belonging to BGStl.
All applicable regulations are in
effect, It states,
Clay Arinhrustcr. a junior that
lives off campus, has Ix'en able to
fend off meter maids with some
tactful parking on Troup Street
Closer than many of the commuter lots and cheaper than any
meter, students often choose
to park along the street Iree of
charge assuming their stay
recedes two hours.
"Parking on Troup is a better
alternative to anywhere on campus, assuming that you would
even he ahle to find a spot,"
Armbnister said. "Changes w'ith
on-campus parking need to be
made."

Police shot a man at Wood
County Hospital after chasing
a stolen truck on Interstate 75,
and finally to the hospital, located on WesiUtxister Si reel.
l.t. Tony Hetrick. of the
BowlingGreen Police Division,
said officers were called at
9:46 p.m. after a truck was
reported stolen.
The unknown male drove the
vehicle down Wtxister and was
cliased down the highway.
The man drove until he got
to tire hospital and jumped out
of the air. He ran into the emergency room, and according to
police reports, had a weapon
mid threatened to use it on
patients and staff members
After unsuccessful attempts
to tase him, an officer shot him

High: 69, Low: 55

k

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

k

ONLINE: Gel the full version of
thts story online at bqnews.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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BLOTTER
SUNDAY
S:20 a.m.
•
Student reported she had been
assaulted on Manville Avenue.
7:09 a.m.
John VanHeyde cited for underage under the influence and disorderly conduct m Mac North.
10:34 a jn.
Items reported stolen from a semi
parked m a South Main Street
parking lot. An unknown person
broke a small window on the
passenger side, causing $300 in
damage.
fUMam
Subject reported her black ■
purse and its contents were stolen
Saturday night at a North Main
Street bar
1:11 ».m.
Bowling Green Fire Department
called to Brim Road. A mobile
home caught on fire and was
completely destroyed. Th«"
also damage to a neighboring
house
1:35 p.m.
Subject on South Summit
reported to have pulled down Ins
pants and showed hii buttocks to
another person The caller
dared her to call the police.
6:C pm.
Vehicle parked on East Napoleon
Road reported to have been
broken into between Friday and
Sunday. A subject entere< I *
vehicle and took a book bag with
books and a clock thermor'
valued at $510.
8:11 p.m.
Vehicle reported to be ransacked
at an Eighth Street apartn N

Mayor
proposes to
end limits
By Liw Halvtritjdt
City News Editor

BGSU talent competes
YOU GO GIRL: Danielle Molden sings "For You I Will' al the Latino Cultural and

Term limits for BowlingGieen's
boards and commissions may
be under review soon.
Before yesterday's City
Council meeting, Mayor John
Quinn asked Council to consider drafting new legislation
concerning the number of
years a person can serve on a
particular committee.
Rather than force dedicated
members off their respective boards, Quinn proposed
that term limits get the same
treatment across the board
— elimination.
Currently, 13 of the city's 15
boards and commissions arc
subject to term limitations of
two terms or 10 years, whichever is longest.
Only members of the Civil
Service Commission and the
Board of Public Utilities can
serve as long as they wish.
John Newlove, for example.

Arts Organizations "A Night with the stars" yesterday. This was LCA's first talent

See LIMITS | Page 6

contest

Filmmaker honored by alumni
By Alison K.mp
Features Editor
Ginger Kathrens, a television
producer and writer of natural
history documentaries, returned
to campus after 38 years as the
top alumna.
Kathrens washonoredFridayby
the University Alumni Association
widi the Distinguished Alumnus
Award, which recognizes a graduate who has gained national or
international distinction and
whose accomplishments reflect
positively upon BGSU. Site spoke
about her experiences at yesterday's College of Arts & Sciences
Forum.
Kathrens was nominated by
Sally Blair, her neighbor, baby-sitter and longtime friend.
Blair knew years ago that
Kathrens would be successful.
"She didn't really need a babysitter." she said when she introduced Kathrens.
The Distinguished Alumni
Award is traditionally presented
at commencement in May, said
Mariann Reinke, director of
alumni affairs.
Presentation in the fall was
proposed and accepted so there
could be student interaction
with Kathrens.
The presentation explained
Kathrens' national distinction and
accomplishments.

Before her first day of college,
Kathrens' father told her to take
business classes. His reasoning,
Kathrens said, was "If something
happens to your husband, then
you can get a job."
"Oh, boy," was her response
yesterday in the Union's Multi
Purpose Room, which garnered
a roomful of laughter, since she
has shot film in locations ranging
from the Peruvian rain forest to
Mongolia and many of the countries in between.
After graduating from BGSU,
Kathrens moved to Florida to
write, produce and shoot film.
She worked with retired Air
force camera men who, she said,
embarrassed her into learning
camera techniques.
Then she moved to Colorado
where she started her own film
company.
Kathrens, who was 25 at the
time, said she specialized in producing anything anyone would
pay her for, which ranged from
commercials for banks to political campaigns.
In 1983 Kathrens had her first
big break.
She was asked to write a script
for Marty Stoufler, the host of PBS's
Wild America." Her topic was
peculiar plants.
See ALUMNA | Page 6

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '07 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717

•

445 E.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412

•

www.greenbriarrentals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24™

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

stacking up?

The BG News has 1 spring opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling

['
Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the hill!

• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates

■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
■ 2 Swimming Pools

■ 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

■ 3 Laundromats

■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

■ Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

• So. or Jr. Marketing
or I PC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented

WINTIIROP & SUMMIT TKRRACEAPTS.
Office located at 400 E. Napoleon Road
(419)352-9135
Email us: winthrop " gerdenich.com

HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

www.winthropterrace.com

• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

Senior Portraits Today!!
Call 372-8086 to schedule an appointment, though
Walk-ins Are Welcome

***£*

mp Pub

Appropriate Dress Required!

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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100 arrested in protest
By David Cesar
U WIRE (DC BUREAU)

SHAWNDAHESS

Coming out and celebrating one's individuality at the University
PRIDE: ■ i •■ i Bw wfdtsa hdsnidl suit andoL>sefve> live homosexual <Kts at a display by the education builaing to* a VISION demonstration yesie*day Tr
at the University

GET A LIFE

■

>:; out week

Arrested students felt like "animals"

Some Fverat tafcen from evfrtibqui «tu

8 a m. to 431 .
Beyond the Diagnosis of
AD/HD
Attention-delicit/hyperactivitydisoider

By Chtlsra Whitman-Rush
U-Wire

COLUMBUS,Ohlo—OhloState
University students arrested for

physician or therapist, an AD/HD coach
and a professional organizer, is effective

underage drinking on Oct. 7
say they were denied their legal
rights, stripped sean lied and
\ n bally abused by police.
Undercover police, in conjunction with the Stop Teenage

because each professional shares valuable

Opportunity

insights throughout the process.
Stone Ridge Golf Club

[STOP) program, arrested at
least 22 lailgating students
beforeaiuldutinglhetlhio State
football game against Howling
Green State University,
i he) never read us our
tights.' saiil lason Sabo. 20. a
sophomore in business who
was arrested that Saturday.
"We were handcuffed and
taken away."
Ur even asked the officer
repeatedly to read our rights,"

(AD/HD) affects individuals across their
lifespan. Collaborative Solutions, an integrate approach that involves the client's

4 to6»m
Humanities Troupe
(Spring) Place
Auditions will consist of cold readings and
improvisation. Forms for the interviews
and auditions can be picked up and
dropped off at 556 South Hall. Auditions
will also be at 9 p m on Oct 18
207 South Hall

ro

Purchase

said lordanne Skocik, 20. a

Film Program Info Session
This meeting is primarily for freshman and
first semester transfer students majoring in film, however all film majors are
welcome. The purpose of this meeting is
to provide information concerning the
upcoming registration for spring semester
and to answer questions concerning the
film program
411 South Hall

6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
"Ice Wolf "auditions
Auditions will also be Oct 18 at 7 pm.
Callbacks Oct 19 at 6 50. Sign-up sheet
and details posted outside the Theatre &
Film Office. 558 South Hall
405 University Hall

junior in /oology.
Rick Ainweg, assistant
chief of police for the Ohio
Slate
University
Police
Department, said the officers involved In the arrests
were from "STOP," a program
designed to prevent underage
drinking, which is paid for by
federal grants and administered by the Franklin County
Sheriff's Office.
Ainweg said thearrcsis made
for underage drinking "classify
as standard arrests" and are
considered "first-degree misdemeanors, analogues with theft,
assault and domestic violence.
"In any arrest, there is a
process."
Students say although they
understand the program's

her arrest, expressed disbeliel
over the situation.
"I think it's important that
she is aware "t bow her students ate being treated,"
Skocik said.
In her e-mail to I lolbrook.
Skocik wrote students "were
cursed at. humiliated, and treated like animals. I have never
in my life seen policemen and
people of law act this way toward
delinquent civilized young students. None of the students
were intoxicated, most were 20
yean "I age. and were not gn ing
the policemen any difficulties."
(lolbrook
responded
immediately,
informing
skocik she would share her
letter and get back to her
when she knew more.
"There is no situation where
people deserve i< > be treated
without respect." 1 lolbrook said
in bet response, expressing her
"most sincere sympathy for
such a terrible experience."
Skocik has not heard from
I lolbrook since.
Ainweg said a new procedure will be implemented
soon, allowing students to be
put through the system without
having to go to the jailhouse.
"HeginningwiththcMinncsnia
game. Ohio State will have a
remote booking system." he said
"What this means is everything
we need to accomplish can be
done at this facility."
Amwcg said the lacililv will
be set up near campus, probably near TUtde Park Place and
Lane Avenue.

"If you call us
children and say
we're underage and
not able to drink,
why do you treat us
like adult felons? "

WASHINGTON — As (leorge
Washington University searches
for its new president, (iallaudet
University police arrested more
than 100 students and alumni
Friday night after three daw of
the students blockadingcampus
gates in protest of the school's
incoming president.
The country's only deal liberal arts college had been shut
down since Wednesday when
students closed access to the
Northeast DC campus though
human-chains and the use ol
motor vehicles and construe tic H i
equipment objection to fane
Femandes began last May when
she was named president-designate, hut opposition intensified
when students took over an academic building (Xtti.
Many students objected to
Femandes, the schools former
provost, because she has been
able to s|)cak since childbirth
and did not learn American
Sign language until the age of
23, AM. is the primary language
used at (iallaudet and is a staple
of deal culture. Students also
said the composition of the
search committee lacked sufficient diversity
Femandes, who is set to
take office in lanuary 21X17. has
repeatedly refused to resign.
Student \ssociation President
LamarThorpe visited (iallaudet
l-ridav before the arrests to
survey the situation and identily ways GW could help. He
said that although he does not
want to take sides in the conflict
about It'mandes, he supports
the students' right to protest. He
said he is lobbying S\ senators
to allocate money to send blankets and food to the protesters,
many of whom are living out

"Everything that
they were saying just
kept going back to
my thinking of how
we're doing things
the right way,"
Lamar Thorpe | Student President
side in tents in the Increasingly
colder weather. Iliorpe said an
s\ sponsored barbeque is also
a possibility.
He said that a main concern
of thcCallaudct students — that
their presidential search process
w as not fair — is something that
is being done right at (AV.
i verything thai the) were
saving just kept going back
to my thinking of how we're
doing things the right way,"
Thorpe said
Gallaudet Department of
Public Safety arrested 134
student and alumni Friday
night, said Mark Goldstone, a
Bethcsda. Md., lawyer representing the protesters. He said
the decision to arrest the group
at a side entrance to the campus

came hours after Femandes met
with student leaders and him.
Neither side would budge on
die others' demands: Femandes
refused to resign and the Students refused to open access to
the campus.
They are shocked that the
administration would arrest
them, and now they're trying
to bring them on disciplin;ir\ charges like expulsion),"
(kildstone said Sunday. 'There's
a real atmosphere of fear, and
(the) coming together that lane
Femandes called for has certainit not occurred."

THE JET PROGRAM - CELEBRATING 20 YEARS

The Japan Exchange and
Teaching Program
• Teach English to Japanese youth in the public schools
• Work in local government offices
• Experience Japanese culture
• Gain international experience
JET offers: year-long paid positions, roundtrip air
transportation to Japan, heolfh insutonce, training
and more!
Application (leadline: December 4, 2006
For mote information or to apply on-line, visit our
website, www.us.emb-japan.go.jp

aim, the i ifflcers went too far.
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
"Unity (1918)" auditions
Auditions will also be Oct. 18 at 6:50 p.m.
Call backs will be Oct. 19 at 6:50 pm
Sign-up sheet and details posted outside
the Theatre & Film Office. 558 South Hall
213 South Hall

"II you call us children and
say were underage and not
able to drink, why do you
. treat us like adult felons?"

asked Skocik.
Skocik, who sent OSII
President Karen A. I lolbrook
an e-mail the morning after

TOLEDO
SYMPHONY
STEFAN SANDERLING, PRINCIPAL CONDUCTOR

_ ^

i

CLASSICS CONCERT

-

Brahms and
BEETHOVEN

'ZAJanf to gravel j
and get

.
I—

BGSU Credit?
Enroll in the National Student Exchange!

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20 & 21
8 P.M., TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART
PERISTYLE THEATER

y

Featuring Stefan Vladar, piano
HENZE

Telemanniana

BEETHOVEN

Concerto No. 1

BRAHMS

Symphony No. 2

-^
A

FOR TICKETS:

li

CALL 419.246.8000
$5 STUDENT TICKETS!

\

WWW.T0LED0SYMPH0NY.COM

Attend one out of 177 colleges in the U.S. for up to one academic year while paying BGSU tuition!
No out-of-state-fees. Credits Transfer. Explore West Coast, Midwest, East Coast, South.

The National Student Exchange
Information Session
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Room 314
Wednesday, October 18,h
10:30am
For more details, Contact the NSE Program at 2-7944 or e-mail vfaley@bgnet.bgsu.edu

OPINION

"After the last time, there will be no strutting or Bruce Springsteen
playing. We have learned."
- Hollywood comedian George Lopez, expressing enthusiasm for a Democratic
victory in the upcoming November elections

Tuesday. October 17.20064

PEOPLE ON THE STREET Howoftendoyou recycle?
week. We keep it in
the bins in our room"

MOLLY KEANE.
Sophomore.
Telecommunications

mnrfLWHro: I

BGNEWSIUUSIMIOB

University may shut out RecycleMania
year, and potentially, this year
According to Recyclemaniats.
org. RecycleMania will take place
from Ian. 28 to April 7.

[here are currently only nine
Attention tree buggers. Your
university is passing up a monumental opportunity

RecycleMania begins next
semester and BGSU has no
plans to participate.
An article anil a staff editorial
in yesterday's IK) News told of
the 2002 aiid 2003 victories, and
the third place IK. took in 2005.
I fed there should he outrage

schools registered to participate This, despite the fact that
RecycleMania recycled 18.fi
million pounds 01 rccyclables
last year.
Imagine what they could do if
more schools would step tip to
tile challenge.
Besides being a terrible sign
that BG may not care about its
national impact, it also shows a
startling amount of apathy.
BG already has a stellar recy-

cling program established. .Ml we
would have to do is publicize an
already existing asset.
RecycleMania is free.
Who abstains from a free
program which could bring so
much positive media to BG?
This is my challenge to
students and faculty: there
is still time to register for
RecycleMania. Help us tree
buggers bring BG to the
national level by telling this
University how much we care
about recycling.
E-mail Scott Euler, who,
according to a BG News article, is in charge of recycling
on campus.

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have you own take on

E-mail Erica Brueilly, assistant
to the recycling coordinator.
Talk to your hall directors and
find out what your hall can do to
promote recycling.
Write us a letter to the editor and tell us why recycling
is important to you and to
this campus.
There is still time, we can still
participate in RecycleMania.
Do your part to increase
awareness and to encourage
our University leaders to do
the same.
Senc/commenc toAmarda Hxwrar
taanwsfopuedu

*

DEBORAROCK.

Sophomore. VCT

Exercise will
provide many
benefits

over out lacked participation last

k

f bucket gets full."

todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor

JACQUELINE
HERNANDEZ.
Sophomore. Early
Childhood Education

JOE BERGER.
Freshman, Business

Whenever the

"I recycle plastic
bottles. And
computer paper."

"We recycle once a

"Once a week."

Over the past few years, the
media has drawn more attention to the obesity epidemic in
America and abroad, lust less
than a month ago, the Center
for Disease Control announced
the increase in obesity over the
past 10 years.
In 1995. every state had an
obesity rate of less than 20 percent. In 2005, almost every state
had increased to over 20 percent, and a few even increased
to over 30 percent.
What is interesting about this
epidemic is the growing rate of
childhood obesity.
This past spring, the
International lournal of
Pediatric Obesity published a
study which predicted the rate
of childhood obesity to rise
from one in every three children to nearlv half of children
by 2010.
This is a serious situation
which deserves attention. Why
is there such a high obesity rale?
Disregard medical conditions
which make obesity inevitable
for some people, and look at
some of the reasons why obesity
has become a problem.
Some say portion sizes
are too large; others say kids
are eating too much of the
wrong foods. Some claim
young people are not getting
enough exercise.
Think about the "lack of exercise" reason for a minute.
A few weeks ago, I wrote a
column on the obsession with
sports in our culture.
And, this weekend, as I was
watching my dose of sports, I
realized the irony of the obesity
epidemic and this obsession
with athletics.
In our culture, we hold athletes in high esteem. We honor
those who have dedicated their
lives to reaching the pinnacle of
physical fitness.
Many of our conversations
revolve around "this team" or
"that game." We even have several cable channels dedicated

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

to sports.
We spend hours in front of
the TV watching these athletes
compete. But as a nation, why
do we admire those of athletic
greatness, yet do not strive for
our own physical fitness?
Many young people have
played sports at some point in
their life. If they haven't, then
most have at least participated
in some kind of physical activity which demands an amount
of athleticism.
For some, as they go from
junior high to high school
and on to college, the sport
becomes more competitive, the
stakes rise and some may feel
they don't have what it takes to
compete on a higher level, so
they stop.
But don't stop. It's time for
Americans, especially young
people, to stop standing on
the sidelines and actually start
playing the game. One way to
combat this obesity epidemic is
to prevent it from continuing.
Keep swimming, keep running, keep playing basketball
or whatever your favorite sport
maybe.
Even if you're not an NCAA
athlete, you can still compete.
That's exactly why BGSU
offers intramural sports.
Exercise is essential for your
body, but it also improves
mental health, too.
I can tell you from my own
experience thai when I take a
long break from exercise, my
grades reflect it.
I'm less motivated and less
focused. You don't need a study
to tell you how important it is to
stay active, just try it for yourself
and stick with it.
The body, the mind and the
soul are all connected and they
all deserve proper care and
attention.
Obesity can decrease if our
culture promotes a healthy
balance in placing value on
the body as a part of who we
are, while also realizing it's
not everything.
If we want to help prevent
obesity and all of the health
risks which come along with
obesity, then we must increase
our level of activity. Instead of
declaring your love for sports,
go out and show it.
Instead of wishing you could
be in better shape, go out there
and get in shape. You never
know how you might inspire
someone else to be more conscientious of their health.
Seix/comrnenowiauren Waketdt
Hdkeil&xpjedu

Victory may still be possible for Republicans
NICK BARBASrl I Uol Wisconsin
Across the country. Republicans
are in full-blown panic mode
about the midterm elections on
Nov. 7. The GOP could lose both
its I louse and Senate majorities,
leaving lYesident Bush's agenda
crippled for the last two years of
his administration.
But Congresswoman Nancy
Pelosi, D-Calif., shouldn't start
measuring drapes for the
Speaker's office yet.
Let's not forget that this is the
same political operation that has
repeatedly returned Republicans
to power.
The 2002 election was the first

time die president's party gained
seats in a two-year midterm
since Eranklin D. Roosevelt's
administration in 1934.
Bush's victory in 2004 made
him the first president to win
a closely contested re-election
since Woodrow Wilson in 1916.
Though political history dictates
dial two-term presidents almost
always lose seats in dieir six-year
midterms, there is every reason
to expect the GOP is capable of
defying history again in 2006.
Hie main impediment to
another Republican victory will
be diat the past year could hardly
have gone worse for them.
Iliis year has seen the party
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engulfed by scandals ranging
from die lack Abramoff lobbying
corruption probe to the Mark
l-cilcy page scandal.
The OOP's one remaining acein-thc-hole is its ability to win
elections.
Democratic challengers will
be the subject of harsh attacks
and relendess investigation,
bodi political and personal. Vice
President Cheney has implied
that electing Democrats will
make America less safe.
Anyone who doubts the
potential lethality of the coming attacks on Democrats
should review the example of
former senator Max Cleland,

D-Ga., a Vietnam veteran and
triple amputee.
(:ieland led his 2002 re-election race until the final weeks,
when he was defeated by
Republican Saxby Chambliss,
a Vietnam draft dodger who
nonetheless made the case that
Cleland was soft on national
security. In cases like these, not
even reality can stand up to the
Republican political machine.
There is only one major
change in the Republican political formula for 2006.
In 2002 and 2004, when Bush
had higher approval numbers than now, Republicans
"nationalized" the elections by
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gered GOP incumbents are still
capable of rebounding in the
last three weeks by making their
elections about their Democratic
opponents personally, instead
of as a referendum on national
Republican leadership. With
millions of dollars worth of RNC
money blasting away at untested
challengers, it just might work.
Given everything, even many
Republicans are skeptical about
that assessment. But then again,
this is the architect of the party
that has turned conventional
wisdom upside down two elections running. Betting against
him a third time might not be
wise.
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having Bush appear frequently
with congressional candidates
and by tying all Democrats
to the national Democratic
Party's supposed weakness on
security issues.
But in 2006, with Bush at
the lowest approval level of his
presidency and a strongly unfavorable national environment,
Republicans arc embracing the
mantra that "all politics is local,"
Candidates are avoiding
appearances with Bush, stressing their independence from the
national parry.
One of the best political
analysts in the country, Stuart
Rothenberg, believes that endan-
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lawyer sentenced in terrorism plot
By Larry rUum«i«t«r
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Civil rights lawyer l.ynne Stewart was sentenced
yesterday to 28 montlis in prison
on a terrorism charge for helping
a client who plotted to blow up
New York City landmarks communicate with his followers, a
sentence far less than 30 years
prosecutors wanted.
Stewart, 67, smiled as the judge
announced he would send her to
prison for less than 21/2 years.
"If you send her to prison,
she's going to die. It's as simple as
that," defense lawyer Elizabeth
Rnk had told the judge before
the sentence was pronounced.
Stewart, who was treated
last year for breast cancer, was
convicted in 2005 of providing
material support to terrorists.
She had released a statement by
Omar Abdel-Rahman, a blind

Egyptian sheik sentenced to life
in prison after he was convicted
in plots to blow up five New
York landmarks and assassinate
Egypt's president.
Prosecutors have called the
case a major victory in the war
on terrorism. They said Stewart
and other defendants carried
messages between the sheik and
senior members of an Egyptianbased terrorist organization,
helping spread Abdcl-Kahiiian's
call to kill those who did not subscribe to his extremist interpretation of Islamic law.
In a letter to the judge before
her hearing, Stewart proclaimed:
"I am not a traitor."
"The end of my career truly is
like a sword in my side," She said
in court yesterday, "Permit me to
live out the rest of my life productively, lovingly, righteously."
In a pre-sentence document, prosecutors told U.S.

District Judge John G. Koeltl that
Stewart's "egregious, flagrant
abuse of her profession, abuse
that amounted to material support to a terrorist group, deserves
to be severely punished."
Stewart, in her letter to the
judge, said she did not intentionally enter into any plot or
conspiracy to aid a terrorist organization. She believes the Sept
I! terrorist attacks made her
behavior intolerable in the eyes
of the government and gave it
an excuse to make an example
out of her.
"The government's characterization of me and what occurred
is inaccurate and untrue." she
wrote. "It takes unfair advantage
of the climate of urgency and
hysteria that followed 9/11 and
that was relived duringthe trial.
I did not intentionally enter into
any plot or conspiracy to aid a
terrorist organization."

NATION
BRIEFS
Eviction of Boy Scouts
upheld by CA Court
WASHINGTON

Six years alter the

Supreme Court ruled the Boy Scouts could
ban gay leaders, the group is fighting and
losing legal battles with state and local governments over its discrrnmatocy policies
The latest setback came yesterday when
the high court without comment refused to
take a case cut d Berkeley. Calif, m wheh a
Scouts saAng group lest hrs use of a public
marina because the Boy Scouts bar atheists
and gays
The action let stand a unanmous Catfoma
Supreme Court ruling that the crty ol Berkeley
may treat the Berkeley Sea Scouts drflerendy
from other nonprofit organizations because of
the Scouts' membership policies
Two years ago the court similarly reiected a
Boy Scouts appeal ol a case from Connecticut
where officials dropped the group from a list
LOUIS UNZANO

APWO'O

SUPPORT AT COURT: Former civil rights lawyer Lynne Stewart appears at a raHy in
Front of Manhattan federal court before her sentencing yesterday in New York

of charities that receive donations from state
employees through a payrd deductnn plan
And in Philadelphia, the city is threatening to evict a Boy Scout council from the
group's publicly owned headquarters or
make the group pay rent unless it changes its
poky on gays

Democratic leader illegally used funds to pay bonuses
By John Solomon
The Associated Press

RICHARD DREW

Aiv.l

CLEANING UP: California Gov Arnold Schwarzenegger, right, and Gov George Pataki

NY and CA governors plan to
reduce greenhouse gases
By Karen Matthews
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — The governors
of California and New York
announced a partnership yesterday to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by allowing
power plants in their states and
across the Northeast to trade

emissions credits,
Schwarzenegger said he would
sign an executive order today
that calls for a program allowing his state to work with the
Northeast's Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative.
The goal of the initiative is to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions
at power plants starting in 2009.
Under the program, power plants
in participating states will be
granted a limited number carbon
credits equal to the amount of
carbon dioxide they are allowed
to emit. Those that exceed their
limits must purchase credits to
cover the difference, while those
that produce less carbon dioxide
can sell the surplus credits.
The partnership is the first step
in creating a system that helps
California's largest manufacturers
comply with stricter environmental regulations Industrial corporations and utility companies in the
state must cut their greenhouse

gas emissions by roughly 25 percent by 2020 as pan of a landmark
global wanning law.
Linking California to the
Northeast program could help
California power plants meet
their obligations under that
-laic's new law.
"Our cooperation can be a
model to the rest of the states
and to other countries actually." California Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger said after
he and New York Gov. George
Pataki toured a green residential building in lower Manhattan
touted as one of the country's
largest and first "green" residential high-rise building.
Pataki said that a "market-driven cap and trade system" would
benefit both the environment
and industry
In an effort to make the
cap workable for businesses,
Schwarzenegger has advocated
setting up a market system that
could enable the state's companies to buy, sell and trade emission credits instead of making
their own reductions.
The Northeast system involves
seven states — Connecticut
Delaware,
Maine.
New
I lampshirc, New Jersey, New York
and Vermont. Maryland is expected to join in June 2007.

'

WASHINGTON — Senate
Democratic leader Harry Reid
has been using campaign
donations instead of his personal money to pay * hristnias
bonuses for tlie support staff at
the Ritz-Carlton where he lives
in an upscale condominium.
federal election law ban
candidates from converting
political donations for personal use.
Questioned about the campaign expenditures by [he
Associated Press, Reid's office
said yesterday be was personally reimbursing his campaign
for $3,300 in donations he had
directed to the staff holiday
fund at his residence,
Reid also announced he was
amending his ethics reports to

Congress to more fully account
for a las Vegas land deal, highlighted in an AP story last week,
that allowed him to collect Sl.l
million in 2004 for property
he hadn't personally owned in
three years.
In that matter, the senator
hadn't disclosed to Congress
that he first sold land to a friend's
limited liability company back
in 2001 and took an ownership
stake in the company. He collected the seven-figure payout
when die company sold the
land again in 2004 to others.
Ren portrayed the 2004 sale
as a personal sale of land, making no mention of the company's ownership or its role in
the sale.
Reid said his amended ethics reports would list the 2001
sale and the company, called
Patrick Lane i.l.C. He said the

On a separate matter, federal judges In
two other court cases that are bemg appealed
have ruled that government aid to the group
rs unconstrtutiona! because the Boy Scouts of
America requres members to swear an oath
of duty to God
Despite the string ol legal setbacks lawyers
for the Scouts sa«J they believe the Supreme
Court ultimately wJ decide that governments
are improperly denying benefits tint they
make available to similar orgaruatiors

amended reports would also
divulge two Other smaller
land deals he had failed to
report to Congress.
T directed my staff to file
amended financial disclosure
forms noting that in 21X11, I
transferred title to the land to a11

Umited Liability Corporation.

Reid said in a statement issued
by his office
He said he believed (he 2001
sale did not alter his ownership
of the land hut that he agreed
to file the amended reports

because "I believe In ensuring
all facts come to light.''

Bush maintains the U.S.
army isn't leaving Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush
personally assured Iraqi Prime Minister
Noun al-Maliki yesterday that he has no
plans to pull troops out and told him to
ignore rumors the United States intended
to enforce a deadline for Baghdad to
rein in sectarian violence. The president's
pledge came in a 15-mmute morning
phone call with al-Maliki. who told Bush
he was concerned because he had been
hearing that the United States was giving
him a two-month timeline to operate on
his own.
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PARKING
From Page 1
situation about every year and

make changes to ii according
to the pattern the students are
using,"Swanson said.
An attendee at the meeting
also brought up the issue of
faculty not using their faculty lots and taking up the
student spaces,
"Currently faculty can park
in commuter lots when the

ALUMNA
From Page 2

Kathrens said suiullertolcl her
girls don'l shoot, so that's why she
was writing.
After I'Hs. she moved on to
the Discovery Channel, but only
because someone else died
Kathrens was then asked to
replace a producer" ho died suddenly in a skiing accident.
fheresuhwasanl mmy-award
winning documentary, "Spirits
of the Rainforest." which won
for Best Cultural Informational
Documentary and Best Music.
The filming was completed
in Manu National Park in Peru.

faculty lots are full." Suanson
said alter the meeting.
When faculty members park
in the commuter lots, it causes
the commuter lots to fill up
Faster, he said. But parking in
commuter lots is sometimes
the only option for faculty,
Deanna Watan Woodhouse,
president of CSS, supports
the legislation and hopes the
University will follow up on it.

"This legislation is prompting parking and traffic to look
at the current situation and try
which is home to lOOAmazonian
Indians who are not allowed to
have weapons of any kind, unless
they are hand made,
People didn't think anyone
could get to Manu National Park.
Kathrens Said, but she and ha
team were successful. In the
Amazon, she spent a lot of lime
lilmingthe spider monkey, which

is the largest, fastest and most
acrobatic monkey, she said
\ftei 'Spiritsoj the Rainforest'
aired, Stouflei asked Kathrens to
produce, shoot and write a prograiu on wild hoi vs. She jokingly
slid that it look her winning an
Emmy mallow her to shoot
Kathrens said she though)
she would nol have any prob-

reassess it," she saidAfter a few minor changes
voted by GSS at Friday's meet
Ing, this legislation will be
signed and then forwarded to
Stacie Enriquez, administrative offkCT for the Department
of Public Safety, as well as
other administrators on campus, Woodhouse said,
"This is .i realistic request
and we are open to possibilities." Woodhouse said.
[II

lems filming horses, because
all she believed they did was

stand around.

"I thought I was prettj hot
stuff" she said, because she had
filmed jaguars and giant otters,
Bui she learned thai horses
did not just stand around; they
ran, sin n ted and always could tell
when Kathrens was around.
While filming for the documentary on wDd horses. Kathiens
began filming a newborn foal
which she named cloud.
Kathrens returned monthly
to follow the horses through the
seasons, (hose months turned
into years. She has now been
filming and following Cloud for
11 years

MONEY

LIMITS

From Page 1

From Page 2

has been on the Civil Service
committee for more than 38
yean Quinn said.
Terry Dunn, an ,u-large
member of Council, said he
believes it's important to keep
people like Ncwlove around.
"It helps to have people
who can speak the language,"
he said.
Quinn said it's especially
hard to lose a member of
the /oning Board of Appeals
because a great amount
of historical knowledge is
essential,
Gordy Hemlnger, a representative fol Ward I, said
he understands this point
bui thinks it's important to
give others the opportunity
to serve.
"I'm always in

their senior recitals in the hall,
Kennel said.
"Every time we use it we are
thankful of the Bryan family's
generosity," Kennel said. "If it
were not funded, it would not
be here."
This year's contribution was
part of the Building Dreams
campaign.
By the end of October, $103
million of $120 million will
have been donated to the
University, said Marcia Sloan
I ,iii,i. campaign director and
senior associate vice president
for University advancement.
There has been 55,000 contributors from all over the
United States and from alumni
in other countries, Lattasaid.
In addition to the donations
that Bryan has made, he has
held many positions on campus, including chairman of the
Board of Trustees.
"Ashel Bryan is an alumnus
who consistently has demonstrated support for his alma
mater. He is an outstanding
businessman, a gentleman and
a true friend of BGSU," said
BGSU President Sidney Ribeau.
"Not only has he been generous with his financial contributions, he also has been a strong
leader of various hoards and
programs across campus."
While he was chairman,
he took the president of the
University, Hollis Moore, to
France, Austria and Spain to
visit the sister-campuses of
BGSU.
Bryan said he felt it was necessary for the president to see
these universities, so he funded
the visit.
He also funded visits to the
Chilean embassy to speak with
Chili's president, and to Korea.
Funding visits and donating money is part of Bryan's
lifestyle.
"We have many opportunities to be reminded of the
Bryans' generosity. Every time
you turn around, there's something important that came
from their vision and generosity," Kennel said.

tavoi

<»i

bringing in new people who
bring in new ideas,'' he said.
A compromise would be
the best solution, Hemlnger
said.
Council president Megan
\ewlove, John's granddaughter, said Council will discuss
Quinn's proposal and think
about possible legislation.

Dude,
tf
we lived at
Copper Beech...

in his pocket — a dime.
"I thought it was just a joke,"
Bryan said. But two days later,
he received a receipt in the
mail.
That receipt showed Bryan
how much honesty and determination the University had
to build something that would
help students in the future.
forty years later he is still
helping University students.
Bryan's estate commitment
was announced at the Tri-Board
dinner last week.
Uedesignated $850,000 to the
Aviation Studies Program and
$150,000 to the maintenance
and upkeep of Bryan Recital
Hall, which was named after
him and his late wife Dorothy
liber Bryan after a leadership
donation in 1978.
Bryan made this donation to
the Aviation Studies Program
because he served as an Army
Air Corps cadet in World War II
prior to attending BGSU.
He lost hearing in his left ear
during the war and spent nine
months in a hospital. He thanks
losing his hearing because he
believes it saved his life. Many
cadets from his class were killed
on a mission he would have
been on, had he not been in the
hospital.
Later in his life he was asked
by the then-director of the new
bank in Bowling Green, Sky
Bank, if he wanted a job. Bryan
started working there when the
bank was eight months old and
continued until he retired in
1985 when he was working as
chairman and chief executive.
The money from his donation to be used for the upkeep
of Bryan Recital Hall was a
pleasant surprise to Richard
Kennel, dean of the College of
Musical Arts.
"Bryan Recital Hall is the
most important room |here|, in
fact," Kennel said.
Incoming students are greeted there and seniors perform
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SIDELINES

Volleyball team captures 14th consecutive win
ByAdamMinin
Reporter

VOLLEYBALL
Gothke wins second
POTW this season
Senior captain Chrissy
Gothke is this week's MidAmerican Conference East
Player of the Week. Gothke

Match after match, they have
been tested. Thus far, the BGSU
women's volleyball team has yet
to falter in the Mid-American
Conference and they continued
their impressive play with another big road win Friday night.
Sunday afternoon was no different.
The Falcons defeated Central
Michigan 31-29, 30-19, 30-23.
The loss dropped the Chippcwas
to 12-6 overall and 3-4 in the
MAC. BG followed that up on
Sunday, defeating Eastern

Michigan 30-28, 30-24, 30-20 in
Ypsilanti, Mich.The Falcons currently sit at 18-2 overall and 8-0
in the MAC. Eastern Michigan is
now 5-14 (0-8).
On Friday, BG could not follow up the record match weekend against Buffalo, but the
Falcons still hit well. They held
the Chippewas to .130 hitting
percentage while hitting .286
themselves. The Falcons committed more hitting errors than
usual — 19 during the threegame sweep.
The Falcons produced a balanced attack on offense with five
players recording at least eight

kills. Madeline Means led the
way with 13 while Corey Domek
had 10.
Stephanie Swiger and Corrie
Mills each had nine kills while
Kendra Halm added eight of
her own. Domek was the most
efficient though, hitting .467.
The team received 16 digs from
Chelsey Meek and two blocks
from Swiger.
"I thought our performance
was very interesting,'' said coach
Denise Van De Walle. "We are
thankful to manage to pull off
a victory. We played steady and
did not panic when we were
down early.''

In both matches, the Falcons
were plagued by slow starts. They
faltered early in both matches,
but held on to win both first
games. After that, they had
much smoother sailing. Against
Central Michigan, BG was down
19-11 in the first game but rallied
to tie it at 29-29 before taking the
final two points and the game.
In the second game, BG held
the Chippewas to a .000 hitting
percentage. Despite that fact, the
Falcons struggled early before
pulling away to win.the game.
They led by six or more for most
of the second game.
"We got a great performance

from Gothke and we played
pretty well after the slow starts,"
Swiger said "We had a good
offense throughout and our
defense came through for us in
the tough times."
BG recorded its third consecutive sweep of a MA( 1 opponent
by showing a stubborn defense.
Central Michigan hit .078 and
committed 11 errors, giving
the Falcons what they needed
to complete the sweep. Meek
and Chrissy Gothke each had
four digs in that final game as
the team made up for a less
See VOLLEYBALL Page 8

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

won the award back on Sept.
4 as well.

Problems exist for BG.

WOMEN'S
SOCCER
Yee earns POTW
after three-goal,
two-win weekend

after poor home race

Sophomore Corbie Yee
has been named the Mid-

By Dan Wyar
Reporter

American Conference
Women's Soccer Player of

Closing the gaps between the
top runners has been a problem for the BG women's cross
country team all season, and
on Saturday it was no different
as the team finished fourth In
the Falcon Invitational, their
worst finish at home in the
past two seasons.
The Falcons finished well
behind the winner of the meet
andMid-AmericanConferencc
foe Akron, who won the meet in
i mpressive fash ion by 33 poi nts
over runner-up Ball State.
"If there is one thing we
learned today it is that pretty
much any team in the MAC
can beat any other team in
the MAC on a given day." said
coach Cami Wells. "We have
to get out faster and close our
gaps up between runners to
have our best team race."
Jamie Roflow, who was
named the MAC Runner of
the Week on Tuesday, finished
fourth overall and was the
first Falcon to cross the finish
line with a time of 18:01, her
second fastest time in a 5K
race this season.
"We all would have liked to
place higher as a team, and I
personally would have liked to
race better," said Roflow. "We
all need to be on the day of the
MAC meet and race the best
we can."
Next to cross the finish line
for the Falcons was Kim Settle,
who finished sixth overall with
a time of 18:12, a personal best

the Week. Yee earns the
honor for the first time in her
Falcon career.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Volleyball:
atlPFW;7p.m.

OUR CALL
On the way up
Lou Piniella: After filling in
as a color guy on
FOX broadcasts,
Lou is back in the dugout as the Cubs' skipper.

On the way down
Ken Macha: The Oakland
As manager was cut loose
two days after
a sweep to the
Tigers in the
ALCS Apparently it's an
ALCS title or the door for As
coaches.

The List
Inspired by the childish antics
of Florida International and
Miami this weekend. The BG
News sports desk reveals
its top five sports fights in
recent memory:

into the stands to beat up a
fan who threw a beer cup at
him. The best part, he hit the

All '4' nothing?
By John Turnar

touch in this gem was a
battle royale between the

Sports Editor

3. Nolan Ryan: Not
only can he throw fastball,
but he proved to Robin
Ventura he can throw
punches too.

4. FlU/Miami: Helmet
throw: »5 damage. Body
slam: »I0 damage. Loss of
national respect: game over.

5. The Punch: Kern*
Washington's punch to Rudy
Tomjanovich rearranged
Rudy T.'s facial structure and
two lives forever.

Tyson nears return, thinks
about fighting women
ByConni.Mabin
The Associated Press

Despite being cut by Pittsburgh, Omar Jacobs is optimistic about his future

the Joe: The crowning

goalies.

on their tenth place finish in
the meet last season.
"The team needs to do what
they have been working on all
season and close up the gaps
between runners,'' said Wells.
"We cannot afford to have a
minute gap between our top
two runners and the rest of
the team if we are going to
contend for a top spot at the
MAC meet. We have a week
off from competing which will
allow us to focus on mentally
and physically."
The MAC Championships
will be held in Buffalo, N.Y.
at the University at Buffalo's
campus with a 12 p.m. start
time.

BC-NtWSrilt PHOTO

wrong guy.

2. Throw down at

October 28 and look to improve

HANGING AROUND: Omar Jacobs left 8G alter his junior season to enter the NFL draft He was picked by Pittsburgh but was soon cut

1. Malice at the
Palace: Ron Artest runs

by more than 12 seconds for
the junior. Settle has finished
in the top six In four of the
Falcon's five races this season,
setting a new personal best in
each one of those races.
"I've been running so well
this season because I have the
confidence to know I can be
right up there with the front
pack," said Settle. "It's very
mental for me, and the past
three years I have adjusted and
learned a lot through Cami
I Wellsl and the team."
Behind Settle were Carly
Bates and Stephanie Hillman,
who took 32nd and 33rd place
with a time of 19:13. Finishing
out the top five for the Falcons
was Bridget Dalic. who finished with a time of 19:29.
The Falcons will get a week
off to prepare for the MAC
Championships in Buffalo on

Backat the beginning of lanuary,
BG junior quarterback Omar
Jacobs announced his decision
to leave school to enter the NFL
Draft. Nine months later, Jacobs
isstill waiting for his NFLdream
to be realized.
In April, Jacobs was drafted in the fifth round by the
Pittsburgh Steelers. With a total
of 163 players drafted ahead of
him, Jacobs waited patiently as
he was the ninth quarterback
taken overall.
"I thought I'd go a little bit
higher, but it happened how it
happened," Jacobs said.
At the time, Jacobs drew parallels to New England's Tom
Brady, who was also drafted
late and still found success on
the professional level with three
Super Bowls. Jacobs talked
about the success of other quarterbacks like Byron Leftwich,
Chad Pennington and Ben
Roethlisberger, who excelled on
the next level after playing in
the Mid-American Conference.
Everything seemed aligned
for Jacobs to continue his rise to
the top, but then to the surprise
of many, Jacobs was released by

"I think it was a great
experience to get
in there and try and
learn that offense."
Omar Jacobs | Former BG QB

the Steelers in September. Still,
he remained optimistic.
"I just said 'keep my head up
and know that it's the business,'"
Jacobs said. "Only like the top
two rounds are solidified a spot.
I know a lot of drafters who
got dropped and picked up. lust
keep plugging away until you
get your chance,"
Nonetheless, Jacobs must
wonder what more he could
have done to earn himself a
spot in the lineup. In the preseason, Jacobs completed 22
of 34 passes for 275 yards. In
college he had been the quarterback behind the single most
efficient season ever, setting an
NCAA D-l record in 2004 with
the best touchdown to interception ratio ever.
"I thought he did |a good
job]," said former BG receiver
Charles Sharon. "QB is the
hardest job on the field — you

have to know where everybody
is. He did a pretty good job from
what I saw, considering he was
jumping right into the position
as a rookie.''
But there he was, five months
after the NFL draft, with no
team to call home. Once again,
lacobs refused to get down on
himself and looked at the positives of his time in Pittsburgh. •
"I think it was a great experience to get in there, and try and
learn that offense," Jacobs said.
"I feel learning the system was
the hardest part, it's the hardest
with all the incoming rookies."
Now.theonetimeBGstarcontinues to try and prove doubters wrong. Jacobs has recently
worked out with the Tennessee
Titans, Houston Texans and
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, searching for a way back into the NFL.
While lacobs looks to fulfill a dream, those still in
BG can't help but wonder
what could have been had he
stayed in school for his final
year of eligibility.
BG coach Gregg Brandon
argues there is no point in
speculating, and what's done
is done.
See JACOBS | Page 6

STRONGSVILLE. Ohio — Mike
Tyson, kicking off an exhibition
tour this week, said Monday that
fans should not expect much of
a fight when he steps back into
the ring.
But the former heavyweight
champ promised an entertain ing show Friday night when he
launches "Mike Tyson's World
Tour" in Youngstown, about
60 miles east of this Cleveland
suburb.
At a press conference at an
Italian restaurant, Tyson said he
would likely go just four rounds
and that future stops on the
tour might include bouts with
women, possibly professional
boxer Ann Wolfe.
Wolfe, from Waco, Texas, is 21 1 with 15 knockouts.
"She's such a prominent,
dominant woman in the boxing
field, "Tyson said.
When asked if he was joking
about fighting women, Tyson
said, "I'm very serious."
Russ Young, a promoter for
Wolfe, said such a bout will never
happen.
"That's the first we've heard of
it," Young said. "No state would
sanction that She would be outweighed by 60 to 70 pounds. Ann
would never entertain the idea"
Tyson said that the exhibition

tour w-as meant to lx' fun and
raise money for charity.
"It's all fun. I'm not Mike
Tyson." he said, referring to the
fierce boxer whose career was
upended by a prison terra "I'm
not 20 years old. I'm not going to
smash anybody I'm not going to
talk about smashing anybody's
brains You're not going to see
that guy no more'
At the press conference, Tyson
posed for photos with fans, signed
autographs and campaigned for
Maryland U.S. Senate candidate
Michael Steele.
Tyson, wearing a white and
blue SteeleforU.S. Senate T-shirt,
said he used to believe black
Republicans were "sellouts.'' But
Tyson said he changed his mind
after researching the Maryland
lieutenant governor.
"We have to open our eyes
more," Tyson said, as he pointed
to his T-shirt.
His recent years have been
marked by embarrassing fights,
inside and out of the ring and
staggering debt. Tyson last fought
in June 2005. losing to the unheralded Kevin McBride.
He will returns to the ring
Friday at the 6,000-seat Chevrolet
Centre in Youngstown for a payper-view event against former
sparring partner Corey "T-Rex"
Sanders.
See TYSON | Page 8
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Grrrrreat success for Dombrowski, Tigers
By Larry Lag*
The Associated Press

Hitch was si) embarrassed
by the 2003 season that he
desperately wanted to sign
tree agents at whatever costs

were necessary,
The owner of the Tigers
since I992knew he would have
to overpay to lure some stars
to Detroit, but some such as
Miguel I'cjada. wouldn't even

take the rigers serious!) when
they called.
All-st.n
catcher
Ivan
Rodriguez did. signing a $40
million, four-year deal the
winter alter the long-suflcring

TYSON

franchise hit an all-time tow.
Ordonez, an All-Star ouilielder coming oil an injuryshortened season, followed in
2005 with a $7!i million, fiveyeai contract that could be
worth as much asSI05 million
rjvei seven seasons.
Baseball analysts and fans
laughed at the Tigers for giving such lucrative offers to
both players, but they're not

anymore.

From Page 7
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Ik 1083 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GM
AND GENUAL DATING ABILITY.

-HFBGNEWS

TERRRRIFFIC: Tigers president and general manager Dave Dombrowski (blue jacket)
hugs Curtis Granderson while celebrating their ALCS win over the Yankees in game four

on. so m was
ESTABLISHED UJ CHAtUSTOfJ. k.

BCAUY MMNT GOUMKT AND

WE 'K NOT FRENCH EITHCC MY SUBS JUST TftiTE
A UTTU BETTER. THAT! All! I WAITED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SAMMKUES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD Mi TO STICK MTU GOUfrMET.
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOUBMCT, BUT
I DONT TUJMK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!

P-it/d**

8" SUB SANDWICHES

'°"RMET SANDV/lC

7

PLAIN SLIMS *

leal annlewiid smoked ham and pniiliii cheese
tarnished with lenuce. temato. and mayo. (Awesome!)
41

»2 BIG JOHN

Mediun nil shaved itast beef, lapped with >■■■)
majo. lettuce, and lomalo (Caul ben this •■■!)

#3 SORRY CHARLIE
fresh hiusemade Una. Mind with ctltiy. onions, and
mi tasty sauce then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber. Itttici.Md tomato (My tuna rocks')

#4 TURKEY TOM*

any Sib minus the rejjies aed suce
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
5
6

Hunt cheese
lust ltd
Tuna salad
Till ke< hi east
Salami, cainola cheese
leuhle iimlene

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

Ihe original Italian sub with (tnia salami prinloie.
capicila. onion lettnee. tomato t z real tasty Italian
vinaigrette (Brder it with hit peppers, trust Ml!)

«6 VEGETARIAN

Same ingredients and price ol the
sub ir club without the bread.

I IOt IUHCHIS MUMS. MieS
0111VIII01 DiIS -HI include a deli.ery I
chaije el 35c pet nee*.
• • • » JIMMYJ0HNS.COM » » » *

J.J.B.LT."

THE J J.
GARGANTUAN

• SIDE ITEMS •

* Eitra cheese or ema ancade spread
* Hot Peppeis

«8 BILLY CLUB"'
least beef. ham. provolone. lijm mistard. lettuce.
tinati, & mayo, (lire's te ay old pal Billy who
invented this {real combo!

SO 80
$1.35

FREEBIES (SUBS I CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, lettice. alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced
cucumber Dijon mustard nil & <inejar and oiefano

leal genoa salami. Italian capicila. smoked ham. and
pioiolone cheese all tipped with lettuce, tomato onion
mayo, aid our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(fil hav'ta order hit peppers jest ash!)

k till 1/4 pound if fresh sliced medium rare nast beet.
protolone lettuce, tomato. & mayo (Il rocks!")

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*

Fresh baked tnrkey breast, provolone cheese, avocadn
spnad. sliced cucumber sprouis. lettuce, tomato, and
Maya! (It's the real deal folks, and it ain't iven California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*

This sandwich was invented by
Jinny Jinn's brother Hiey. It's hip
enough to feed the huerlist it all
hiMant! Tins of finia salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicila. roast bill.
turkey & pnviline. jammed iote
one of our homemade French bins
then smithired with onions, mayo.
lettice. tomato. £ our homemade
Italian dressing.

1616 E. WOOSTER

Roast beet, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. L mayo
An American classic, certainly lit invented by J. J hit
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection1

#15 CLUB TUNA*
The same as nr S3 Sorry Charlie except this one has a
lot More. Homemade Una salad, provolone sprouts.
cucumber.lettuce, it tomato (I guarantee it's awesome1)

#16 CLUB LULU"
Fresh sliced tnrkey breast, bacin, lettuce, tomato, ft
mayo. (JJ s original turkey & bacn club)

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
- 7IIS JIMMi JIM'S IIHCIIII INC

Management Inc.
Running Specials

2006/2007
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online)
www.iiicccabg.com

VOLLEYBALL
From Page 7
than-efficicnt offense as usual
by dominating the match on
defense.
"We had a few rough games
but W>3 were fine once we picked
it up," Gothke said. "We played
just well enough to win and getling the two wins was nice."
The Falcons ended the first
half of their MAI' schedule per
fectly after defeating Eastern
Michigan on Sunday afternoon.
It<, committed the same amount
of errors |I9| as they did against
Central Michigan hut still wound
up as the victors.
Ihe learn was led in kills
again by Means, who had 12.
Swigci contributed 10 kills while
Gothke and Halm each recorded nine. Gothke hit the best on
the team, recording a .421 hilling percentage while giving the
team 35 assisis. She was also
one dig short of a triple-double.
Halm led the team with seven
blocks and Meek had 29 digs as
the defense once again rose to
the occasion.
"We are happy 10 gel the Win
but we know we did not play
that great." Van De W'alle said
' Il was one of OUT lowest hitting
matches and it shows how good
we are when we can win while
not hitting as well."
in. started slow In (be Hist
game for the second straight
match but found Itself with a
comfortable
lead
midway
through at 14-7. They fought off
two big Eagle runs thai cut the
lead to 29-2H before a BG timeout After the timeout, Means
recorded the kill thai ended the
firsl game.
Ihe I ale nns jumped ahead nl
the Eagles early In the second
game as well but saw a hack
and-forth battle for the rest of
the game. BG led 25-24 whin
another dmeoui was called by
the Falcons, Hie team never
looked back after that as they
got four straight kills and a hitling error on the Eagles to close
out the game.
The team completed anothei
impressive weekend by gelling
out to a big lead in the third
game and noi letting Eastern
into that game BG was up 104 and was never challenged

after that,
The Falcons will slep outside
of the MAC for the Brsl time

in eight matches tonight as

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apis.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bclrm T'wnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bclrm.

Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

they travel to I on Wayne, Ind.
to battle ll'I'W. The match will
begin at 7 p.m. They will start
the second half of their conference schedule this weekend
when they travel to Buffalo and
Akron on Friday and Saturday,
"il will be fun lo play on Ihe
road and we know ll'IW is a
good team," Swiger said. The)
have seen us before in past
years and Ihe match should be
a lough one."

#12 BEACH CLUB* ©

I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
BOWLING GREEN

Tyson shot to fame by knocking out Trevor Berbick in 19H6
to become the youngest heavyweight champion in history at
age 20. He was knocked out by
lames "Buster' Douglas in 1990
and lost his world heawwciglu
title. I le later served prison time
for rape, returned to fighting
and Infamously hit Hofyftekfs
ear in a 1997 fight.

«9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB

Bauble provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cicomher. alfalfa sproits. lettice. tomato. 1 mayo
(Try it on My 7-grain while whiat briad. This viggii
sandwich is world class!)

Bacon, lettuce, timati. 1 mayo.
(Thi only better III is mama s ILT. this mi lilts!)

Soda Cop
$I.H/$U!
Ciant chocolate chip nr oatmeal iaisin cookie . Si.30
leal potato chips n jumbo kosher dill pickle.... SOBS
Eltra load ll meat
SI 25

hotel.

1 fill 1/4 pound it rial apilewnd smoked ham. protilone
cheese, lettice. tomato. £ real mayo! (I real stack)

Frish sliced turkey breast, applewoed smiked ban.
provolone. and tons if lettice, tomato, aid mayo1
(1 veiy traditional, yet always eiceptlonal classic!)

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!

$

Se»eral layers of prntlow cheese separated by rial
avocado spread, alfalfa sproits. sliced CKimbei. lettice,
tomato, and mayo. (Truly a [wirmet sub not for vefetarians
only
peace dude!)

*
*
*
*

07 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB

fresh sliced tirkiy breast, tipped with lettuce.
tomato, alfalfa sprouts and mayo (The nifiul)

#5 VITO*

The 40-year-old Tyson had
said he was finished with boxing after bis bout with Mcllride,
whkh he quit after six roui ids.
The man who vowed to eat
Lennox Lewis' children and bit
< ill a piecruf I:\ andcr I lolyficld's
car has said he's in no mood for
a comeback.
He recently trained in a
makeshift ring at a Las Vegas

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have twice the Meat and cheese, try it
on My Irish baked thick sliced / {rain bread nr My famous
homemade french bread!

III if my tasty sib sandwiches lit 1 lull I inches of
homemade Flinch Bread fresh viggles and ihe lines!
meals & cheese I can iiy! And || it matters ti you
we slici eieiything lush eieryday in this slan. ri[ht
here whin yiu CM see il. (No mystery meal here!)

#1 PEPE*

From Page 7
"He made a decision lie
thought he needed to make,''
Brandon said.
Brandon also encouraged
Jacobs to try a new avenue
in the short-term, away from
Ihe NFL.
"I think he'll hook on somewhere," Brandon said. "He's
still a young guy. I think his
best option would be to get
over to Huropc — sign with
someone in NIL Europe and
get a couple years under his
belt there."
lacobs isn't ready to pack
his bags just yet. as he takes
another shol at breaking
onto an NFL roster.
"It's the nature of the beast,"
lacobs said. "If you want to
accomplish your goals and
your dreams, just keep playing and keep trying."

st. Louisa theNevi YorkMets.
I he ngerswill play for (heir
titst championship since 1984
just three years after losing
,in Al.-record 119 games and
being baseball's losingest team
the past 13years.
They could not have done
it without owner Mike Hitch's
money and Domhrowski's
moves,

DETROIT — The man who
built these turnaround tigers
still has work to do before the
World Silk's.
Like getting his voice back.
General
manager
Dave
Dombrowski hollered himself
hoarse aftei MaggUo Ordonez
homered to clinch the Ai. pennant on Saturday, throwing his
hands in the air and hugging
everyone around him, it was
a rare display for the reserved,
buttoned-down executive.
"When you're In charge, yon
often have to keep your emotions inside." Dombrowski said
yesterday in an Interview with
The Associated Press
"People don't see the emotional side of me often, but
there are times von just let it
go — like when you win the
pennant in dramatic fashion
at home like we did," be said,
"Now, it's time to gel eotnposed
again and hopefully we can
react like again because there's
still another notch to go."
Ordonez's
ninth-inning
homer finished a sweep of
Oakland in the AI. championship series. It gave Detroit a
whole week to calm down and
rest up for the World Series,
starting Saturday night at
Gomerica Park against either

JACOBS

111 BIGHTS IISIITll It leiim III

Management Inc.
Findlav Pike Apis.
111/113 FiiullavPk

OUTBACK
STE AKHOUSE*

Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2 bclrm Apts

Garage for 1 vehicle
Staring at S475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

Management Inc.
Kvergreen Apis.
215 E. Poe R.I
Largo I or 2 bedroom
Opening in Oct.
BGSU Bus route/I5 min.
walk to campus
Laundry on site

/&&&CA
Management Inc.
al 1045 N.Main Si
or check website
EDI
for compiele listing

IvIiY VIvtliWHUv

i111w

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers 5
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
v' Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
V Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a lew of the great
benefits waiting lor you I
Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee. OH 43537
(Just a lew minutes from BG!
Take 1-475W to DuaseMurn right.)

T

October 17, 18, 19

Black Swamp Pub 9-4:30pm
I

I
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Ohio's Kids.
College Tuition for Every Ohio Child.

Issue 3 will create a fund to provide
college tuition for all Ohio school
children. Through a constitutional
amendment, every student who
completes the core Ohio curriculum
requirements will be eligible for
in-state college tuition grants and
scholarships, starting with the
class of 2009.
No new individual taxes.
One hundred percent of tuition dollars will be
paid by revenue from regulated slot machines,
limited to seven existing Ohio racetracks and
two future downtown Cleveland locations.

Students earn as they learn.
Learn & Earn Issue 3 scholarships are noncompetitive. Students earn tuition simply by
meeting the core curriculum requirements
established by the Ohio Board of Regents.
Parents will receive an annual report of their
child's progress.

Funds can be used at any Ohio
public or private, non-profit college
or university.
Students can attend the in-state
institution of their choice.

These funds are dedicated
by law to college tuition grants
and scholarships.
Unlike the lottery, politicians cannot use
the funds for any other purpose.

New jobs, too!
in addition, local economic development
funding derived from slot machine revenues
will be released annually to every county to
build business and create jobs in Ohio.

Vote

Learn
&
Earn

YES
ISSUE

For complete information visit www.YesonIssue3.com
Patd lot br Vow YM on Iwua 3 ComiwttM. Thorn— A lUnkin. DIMUIM 27 Bi*i Ruwl Sti—1 SuKa JOG Cohunbu*. OH 412IS '

»

WORLD
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ISSUES
From Page 1

Student welfare chair, presented
an easy option for students to
get Involved
Students can contact their
representatives online through
the BGSU Alumni Association
Wch sin-, and the Coalition
Against Rising 'luition will be
at the Union tables before the
election to assist snidents in
writing to their representatives
via e-mail.
Weiss also discussed Issue
3, which will provide scholarships for higher education through money earned
through gambling.
Ifpassed,31,500slotmachines
will be added to race tracks and
non-racing sites in Cleveland.
Weiss said the commercials
for"l.earn and l-arn" fail to mention gambling, and that more
than 50 percent of the revenue

would go to casino operators,
"ibis is really a way to line
their pockets and it's going to do
this in a big way." he said.
Only 30 percent of die revenue would go to scholarships.
But Weidenhoft said Ibis
funding is better than what
gubernatorial candidates Ted
Strickland, Democrat, and
Ken Blackwell, Republican,
have to offer.
"Strickland and Blackwell
have both come out against it,"
he said. "But they're not really

offering an alternative."

Mark Ingles, member of
BGSU College Democrats,

presented Strickland's plan for
higher education funding.
Ingles said in the tradition of democratic governors,
Strickland would increase funding lor higher education.
"The last time we had a democratic governor, spending on
higher education went up," he
said.
Weiss encouraged students
to decide for themselves which
candidate will benefit higher
education funding the most
become educated on the
issues, vote in the election, and
become actively involved in the
effort to increase higher education funding.
"It's going to take a lot of effort
and a lot of people's voices to be
heard," he said.
Weiss also discussed two
smoking issues. I le said Issue 4,
titled Smoke Less Ohio, would
actually Increase the number of
establishments where smoking
is allowed in Ohio and is promoted by tobacco companies.
Issue 5, titled Smoke Free
(lliio. would prohibit smoking
in most public places
"For those of you who favor
a strict smoking ban then what
you have to do is vote no for
issue I and yes for issue 5," he
said.
Weiss said if both are passed,
Issue4 will "Dump Issue5," even
if Issue 4 passes with a higher
liercentage.
A full list and explanation of
these and other issues can be
accessed at the Wood County
Board of Flections Web site.
wM w c o,wood.oh.us/boc.
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President Hugo Chavez headed to a runaggravate political instability in Ecuador,
where the last three presidents have been
driven from power.

1
1

L

k

Alvaro Noboa. 55, a banana magnate
who is Ecuador's wealthiest man. and
Ralael Corres. an outspoken ait* o( US.

■

44

an outright victory in Sunday's election
Noboa won 267 percent of the vote to

■■

22 5 percent for Correa with 70 percent

■

Trucks checked at
North Korean border
DANDONG. China (AP) - Customs
officials examined trucks at the North
Korean border yesterday as China
complied with new UN sanctions on
Pyongyang for its nuclear test. But
Chinas U.N. ambassador indicated its
inspectois will not board ships to search
lor suspicious eguipment or material.
The United States began a round
of diplomacy in Asia to address divisions over how to impose sanctions.
with Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice to arrive in Japan today. The US
announced that air samples gathered
last week contain radioactive materials
confirming that North Korea conducted
an underground nuclear explosion, as it
claimed

ACROSS
1
7
11
1A
15
17
18

1

SLUSH PUPPIES
NOW AVAILABLE

Lunch:11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

@ The Kreischer Sundial

Holiday

Services Offered
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!

Catering

Finishing Touches - document editing and English tutoring. Please call
Dr Schmidt 419-352-6617.

On selected floor plans
Personals
t

{419-353 2277 J

•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
2- 4- 1 STIZKS
2-9 PM
Every Tuesday

• Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT

352-9638

VAUSITT SQUAW
AMIITWNTS

N

1
m

t

rPSYUM

D?A *S A A A A A A Al

VARSITY SQUARE
i^l a*m/A:c (V^ ^/Zi-'maJ

apartments
419-353-7715 t^T

906 INTERSTATE DK1VK
Exit i59t(>riuTof I--5 and Kt 224

TUESDAY
HOMESTYLE NIGHT
FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE
COMFORT FOODS
4:30 pm - 7:30 pm
COMMONS BUFFET

Triangular sail
Andean tubers
Juanlta's house
Like some exams

5 Ottoman honcho

■

■

H■

6 Tallinn man
7 Unit of electricity

■

'

8 Hi. on HI
9
10
11
12

1

■ ■ ■
1

'

19 Good person
22 H.S. math
Nay opposer
Living entity
Articulate
Beer head?
Sleeve cards
Shinto temple gateway
Peter, Paul & Mary hit
Chair or car style
Aboard ship
Theater section
Goose the gas
One cuffed

47
48
49
50
52
55
56
57

_ terrible (bad boy)
Half a single?
Leonine growths
Fleeting traces
Wielded
Zilch
Fabricated
Machu Picchu builders
58 Do a boring job

24 Poetic peepers
25 Frasier. to Kelsey

"

Merry
Dick Grayson to Bruce Wayne
Gen. Arnold's nickname
Son of Daedalus
Soothing plant juice
Dense volcanic rock
Tugboat equipment

Spur wheels
Not mtcromanage
Clay or Frick
Narrow ridge

13 Turkish nabob
16 By way of
20 Broad band of color

'

.

-

21 Literary collection
23
24
29
31
32
34
38
41
42
43
44
46

1
2
3
4

H

•

■

other in a Nov. 26 runoff aftei neither won

counted so far.

"

-

policy in Latin America, will face each

EVERY TUESDAY
MEXICAN FIESTA

i, "Hit

...

i

A pro-U S billionaire and a leftist
economist who admires Venezuelan
oH campaign yesterday that threatens to

m i v ■ n >

bookstore!

brought to you by

26
27
28
30
33

Well-behaved
Battling
Table constellation
Loud complaints
Buffet tray warmer

35
36
37
39
40
45

Prison uprising
"Picnic" playwright
Nice notion
Neon or radon
Torments persistently
City on the Danube

48
51
53
54
60
61
63

Ger. auto
Grave tetters?
Indian bread
Corposant
Official emblem
With good sense
Got off at an airport

64
65
66
67

Put in a box
Last letter of words?
"Smooth Operator" stnger
Flower part

59 Otherwise
62 Longing for money in
Tokyo?
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Telephone: 419-372-2851

Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu
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Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Ecuador faces change

City Events
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Friday
9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday-Sunday
Noon-5:30pm

For Sale

For Rent

Kidz Watch now hiring care givers
for days, eves., weekends. Fun atmosphere. Ilex scheduling, exp. with
children preferred. Send resume or
apply in person to Kidz Watch. 580
Craig Dr »2 Perrysburg OH 43551

2000 Nissan Sentra 105 K miles
Excellent condition Runs Great
$5900. OBO 513-237-2837.

2 bdrm furnished apl w/ gas fireplace Located next lo water lower
on Manville Ave 352-5239.

The For! Meigs YMCA in Perrysburg. OH is looking for lifeguards
and swim instructors. Lifeguards
must have current certifications. Primarily looking lor 9am lo noon shift
but others are available. Call or
e-mail Amanda at 419-251 -9622
avuntyllq'ymcalQlflfla.Qio
Sign shop helper, in Bowling Green
Vinyl-decal experience preferred
Call (561)302 9753
'BARTENDING! up lo S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Earn S800-S3200 a month lo drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

Help Wanted

Wanted

Need child care in my Perrysburg
home, starling Dec. 3 weekdays
8:30 am - 3:30 pm. 419-873-0731.

Need 1 Roommate one female
needed lo fill lease at Enclave Apts
Lease runs until 8-1-07 • $350 mo.
Call Mike 44O-47H-7500

ANDY S HOT DOG
$25,000 ■ Serious Offers Only
419-241-7488
STOOLS FOR SALE - $250 OBO
Contemporary designed stools perfect lor your home or office. Excellent condition & discounted price tor
more than one purchase Visit
/slools.hlml lor more informalion and
photos

3 bdrm. house. 1 block Irom shuttle.
Garage. A/O. W/D hookup NO
PETS $750 & util 419-353-8208
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt. looking for 1 sublsr ASAP
or looking for Spr Sem. Fully furn.
spacious k't.. brand new appliances.
W/D. A/C. central heat, breakfast
bar hi-spd cable & internet meld in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu

JOIN US FOR LUNCH
IN THE GREENERY
AT THE UNION

For Rent
" Lg. 1 bedrm. apt., also roomS
Avail. Now S/or 1 st ol year . 2
bdrml/1'07 07-08 S.Y S all listings 24/7 @ cartyrenlals com or call
353-0325
2 bdrm apl. lor rent w/ balcony,
1000 sq ft $630 a monlh w; gas &
cable free. Call 419-318-4798.

11:30-2
Monday - Friday
Roommates Needed.

$300
419-353-5100.

2 bdrm apt on 4th Street $490 a
month * util. 419-409-1110 or 419352-4456.

Simply styling, our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect1 Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited lime offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590

2 bdrm apt. subls. Jan 07-May.
Near camp $295-mo & util 419279-0701.

Spring Subleaser Needed A furnished 1 bedroom apt on E. Reed.
Pay electric only. 440-554-3903

Coming
to Findlay!

74510 00
7 10 9 40
710 9 45

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTHIPG-I317 00 9 30

At Max & I niu s. we know that by creating
a great place to work, we are creating
a great place for our guests. We are truly
passionate about people.

TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING ia
7 30935
THE DEPARTED.Bi
7 001000
SCHOOL FOR SCOUNORELSlPO-1317 00930
THE GUARDIAN IPS-131
JACKASS NUMBER TWO l«l
GRIDIRON GANG IPG-111
LOVE'S ABIDING JOY (PGI

7 30935

Now Hiring

700 1000
730935

Servers • Bartenders • Cooks
Host/ess • Dishwashers

7151000
7 30940

Apply in person
Mon - Fri 9a - 7p at the
NEW Max & Erma's location in
front of Wal-Mart on Trenton Ave.

MOMMY-riURSIIN All SLMS VII SHimsil.50
miDW-SI-MlMUi SU1SAU SHOWS M.JO
CROSSOVER IPC-131
7 209:30
STEP UP (PS-Ill
7 009 20
TAllADEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY IPG-ui
7 00920
MONSTER HOUSE (PCI
7109:10
LITTLE MAN 1PG-1 ]i
7 25930
CLICK IP0-13I
7 00910

max ® £rma'$
For directions and to download an application,
please visit www.maxandermas.com

QUESTION OF THE DAY: WHAT PIECE OF DECOR BEST DEFINES YOUR HOUSE?
For answers to these questions and more
read the BG News everyday and attend the
Off Campus Htusinj Fair. Wed. Oct. 25
in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Multi-purpose Room
For a list of things to consider when searchinl
foi a place to live, go to our top ten lists online
at www.tijsu.edu/offices/sa/otfcampus.com

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '07 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717
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2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
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445 F. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412

• www.greenbriarrenlals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24,H
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